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Semantic Web evolution brought a new vision into agent research. The interpretation of
this second generation web will be realized by autonomous computational entities, called
agents, to handle the semantic content on behalf of their human users. Surely, Semantic
Web environment has speciﬁc architectural entities and a diﬀerent semantic which must
be considered to model a Multi-agent System (MAS) within this environment. Hence,
in this study, we introduce a MAS development process which supports the Semantic
Web environment. Our approach is based on Model Driven Development (MDD) which
aims to change the focus of software development from code to models. We ﬁrst deﬁne
an architecture for Semantic Web enabled MASs and then provide a MAS metamodel
which consists of the ﬁrst class meta-entities derived from this architecture. We also
deﬁne a model transformation process for MDD of such MASs. We present a complete
transformation process in which the source and the target metamodels, entity mappings
between models and the implementation of the transformation for two diﬀerent real MAS
frameworks by using a well-known model transformation language are all included. In
addition to the model-to-model transformation, the implementation of the model-to-
code transformation is given as the last step of the system development process. The
evaluation of the proposed development process by considering its use within the scope
of a real commercial software project is also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Software agents and Multi-agent Systems (MAS) are recognized as both useful
abstractions and eﬀective technologies for the modeling and building of complex
distributed systems. In its most fundamental artiﬁcial intelligence deﬁnition, an
agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors
and acting upon that environment through eﬀectors.1
Software agents are considered as autonomous software components which are
capable of acting on behalf of their human users in order to perform a group of
deﬁned tasks. On the other hand, the study of MAS focuses on systems in which
many intelligent software agents interact with each other. Their interactions can be
either cooperative or selﬁsh.2 In other words, the agents can share a common goal
or they can pursue their own interests (as in the free market economy).
MAS researchers develop communication languages, interaction protocols,
and agent architectures that facilitate the development of MASs. They pro-
pose new methodologies (e.g. Gaia,3 Tropos,4 MaSE5 and SODA6) and tools
for agent-oriented software development because characteristics and challenges of
agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) stretch the limits of current software
engineering methodologies as mentioned in Ref. 7. Since AOSE is distinct from
object-orientation when agent goal, role, context and messages are considered as
ﬁrst class entities, various studies in MAS community8,9 deﬁne agent metamodels
that include these entities and their relations. Also, in recent past, Modeling Techni-
cal Committee (TC) of Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA)a had an
eﬀort to develop a notation to express relationships between agents, agent roles and
agent groups in a MAS.10 However, we believe that a signiﬁcant deﬁciency exists in
those noteworthy agent modeling and methodology studies when we consider their
support on the Semantic Web11 technology and its constructs.
Semantic Web evolution brought a new vision into agent research. This second
generation Web aims to improve World Wide Web (WWW) such that web page
contents are interpreted with ontologies. It is apparent that the interpretation in
question will be realized by autonomous computational entities — so agents —
to handle the semantic content on behalf of their human users. Surely, Semantic
Web environment has speciﬁc architectural entities and a diﬀerent semantic which
must be considered to model a MAS within this environment. Therefore, agent
modeling techniques and MAS development frameworks should support this new
environment by deﬁning new meta-entities and architectural components. Hence, in
this study, we introduce a MAS development process which supports the Semantic
Web environment during MAS development according to this vision. The developed
MASs will be Semantic Web enabled; that means software agents are planned to
collect Web content from diverse sources, process the information and exchange
aFIPA was accepted by the IEEE as its eleventh standards committee on June 2005 and became
IEEE FIPA. We keep naming as FIPA throughout the paper since we reference this organization’s
previous works.
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the results on behalf of their human users. Autonomous agents can also evaluate
semantic data within these MASs and collaborate with semantically deﬁned entities
such as semantic web services by using content languages.
Our approach is based on Model Driven Development (MDD) which aims to
change the focus of software development from code to models.12 Design and imple-
mentation of MAS may become more complex and hard to implement when new
requirements and interactions for new agent environments such as Semantic Web
are considered. We believe that MDD would provide an infrastructure that sim-
pliﬁes the development of such MASs. To work in a higher abstraction level is of
critical importance for the development of MASs since it is almost impossible to
observe code level details of the MASs due to their internal complexity, distribut-
edness and openness. Hence, such MDD application increases the abstraction level
in MAS development.
MDD requires (1) deﬁnition of domain metamodels, (2) deﬁnition of system
models conforming to those metamodels, (3) deﬁnition and application of model
transformations between those models according to the entity mappings and (4)
deﬁnition and application of model to text transformation for the automatic gen-
eration of software codes from output models. Our study presents a complete soft-
ware development process that meets all of these MDD requirements to develop the
Semantic Web enabled MASs.
The business domain in our study is agent systems working on the Semantic Web
environment. So, we need a formal agent metamodel for such systems. The meta-
model in question should be platform independent. That means, it should deﬁne
ﬁrst class entities and their relations for a Semantic Web enabled MAS which are
all abstract from the physical agent deployment environments. However, current
agent metamodels in literature have been generally used for only presenting con-
cepts of their dedicated methodologies as mentioned in Ref. 13 and they support
neither semantic representations of agent capabilities nor interactions between soft-
ware agents and semantic web services. In our study, we ﬁrst introduce a platform
independent MAS metamodel in which agent organizations, agents, their roles and
Semantic web extensions of the MAS are all modeled with their associations. Meta-
entities and their relations of this MAS metamodel are derived from a conceptual
MAS architecture which is also discussed in this paper.
Deﬁnition of such a model is a prerequisite to conduct a model transformation
which is the key activity in MDD.14 Hence in this paper, we also present a model
transformation process in which a model conforming to the above MAS metamodel
is transformed into models conforming to metamodels of two diﬀerent real agent
platforms. The designed Semantic Web enabled MAS can be implemented on these
real platforms by applying the corresponding transformations. To do this, we ﬁrst
deﬁne source and target metamodels for each transformation and then provide
mappings between entities of these source and target metamodels to derive trans-
formation rules and constraints. We realize the whole transformation by using a
pretty known model transformation language. Finally, automatic code generation
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from output MAS models assists MAS developers in implementing their systems
on various agent platforms.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, a brief explanation for MDD and its
application on MAS development are given. In Sec. 3, we discuss a new conceptual
software architecture for Semantic Web enabled MASs to identify new constructs
in addition to the constructs of a traditional MAS. A metamodel for such MASs is
discussed in Sec. 4. This metamodel is our source metamodel for the model transfor-
mations. Section 5 introduces metamodel of two target MAS development platforms
and discusses the entity mappings required for the model transformations. Appli-
cation of the real model transformations with appropriate transformation language
and tool utilization is given in Sec. 6. Section 7 discusses the last step of the pro-
posed development process: model to text transformation which provides automatic
generation of software codes from MAS models. Section 8 includes the evaluation
of the development process within the scope of a commercial software develop-
ment project. Section 9 covers the related work on MDD of agent systems. Finally,
conclusions and future work are given in Sec. 10.
2. Model Driven Engineering for MAS Development
MDD approach considers the models as the main artifacts of software development.
We use Model Driven Architecture (MDA)15 which is one of the realizations of
MDD to support the relations between platform independent and various platform
dependent agent artifacts to develop semantic web agents.
MDA deﬁnes several model transformations which are based on the Meta-Object
Facility (MOF)16 framework. In MDA, models are ﬁrst-class artifacts, integrated
into the development process through the chain of transformations to coded applica-
tion. In order to enable this, MDA requires models to be expressed in a MOF-based
language. This guarantees that the models can be stored in a MOF-compliant repos-
itory, parsed and transformed by MOF-compliant tools, and rendered into XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) for transport over a network.15
Transformations deﬁned by MDA are structured in a three-layered architec-
ture: the Computation Independent Model (CIM ), the Platform Independent Model
(PIM ), and the Platform Speciﬁc Model (PSM ). A CIM is a view of a system from
the computation independent viewpoint.15 For instance, the CIM for agent systems
does not have any information about agents and semantic web services. However,
according to the system requirements, entities in the CIM can later be used in order
to derive agents and semantic web services in the PIM of the Semantic Web enabled
MAS.
The PIM focuses on the operation of a system while it still hides the details
necessary for the implementation of the system in a particular platform. The PIM
speciﬁes a degree of platform independency to be suitable for use with a number
of diﬀerent platforms of similar type.15 In our perspective, the PIM of a Semantic
Web enabled MAS should deﬁne the main entities and interactions which do not
belong to a speciﬁc agent framework.
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On the other hand the PSM includes details of the platform implementation. The
platform independent entities in the PIM of the Semantic Web enabled MAS are
transformed to the PSM of an implemented Semantic Web enabled agent framework
like SEAGENT.17 The ﬂexible part of this approach is that the PIM enables to
generate diﬀerent PSMs of Semantic Web enabled agent frameworks automatically.
The development process and the MOF based transformations between the
MDA models are given in Fig. 1. The transitions from the CIM to the PSM step
by step are speciﬁed in the model transformation deﬁnitions based on the MOF
metamodel.
In the transformation pattern depicted in Fig. 1, a source model sm is trans-
formed into a target model tgm. The transformation is driven by a transformation
deﬁnition written in a transformation language.18−21 The source and target models
and the transformation deﬁnition conform to their metamodels SMM, TgMM and
TMM respectively. The transformations deﬁned from CIM to PIM (T 1) and PIM to
various PSMs (T 2 and T 2′) use the metamodels of CIM, PIM and PSMs for source
and target metamodels in corresponding transformation patterns. After completing
model-to-model transformations according to that pattern, the next and ﬁnal step
is to provide system implementation by realizing model-to-code transformations
(T 3 and T 3′) for the speciﬁc platforms.
Considering the study presented in this paper, we provide a PIM for Seman-
tic Web enabled MASs and PSMs of various MAS development frameworks and
we deﬁne model to model and model to code transformation steps which employ
the related metamodels. Hence, a MAS developer builds the model of the desired
MAS conforming to the deﬁned PIM and provides this model as the input of the
MDA process. After automatic execution of the related transformations the devel-
oper obtains the implementation of the designed system on diﬀerent MAS environ-
ments. The developers do not deal with the transformation pattern or the internal
execution of the transformations.
3. A Software Architecture for Semantic Web Enabled MASs
The ﬁrst class entities of a Semantic Web enabled MAS, which constitute the appli-
cation models, must be deﬁned in order to apply model driven approaches for the
development of these systems. We believe that these entities can be derived from a
conceptual architecture of Semantic Web enabled MASs. For this reason, we intro-
duce a MAS architecture in which autonomous agents can also evaluate the semantic
data and collaborate with the semantically deﬁned entities such as semantic web
services by using content languages. The preliminary version of the architecture
appeared in Ref. 22.
Our proposed conceptual architecture for the Semantic Web enabled MASs is
given in Fig. 2. The architecture has a layered style and the relation among layers is
allowed-to-use relation described in Ref. 23. For two layers having this relation, any
module in the ﬁrst is allowed to use any module in the second. The direction of the
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relation is downward. That means only a higher layer is allowed to use facilities of a
lower layer in our architecture. Reverse usage is not allowed. On the other hand, the
architecture does not include any layer bridging.23 Hence a higher layer uses only
modules of the next-lower layer. We use a notation including layers with a sidecar
and the allowed-to-use relation is denoted by geometric adjacency in the ﬁgure.
Due to its layered construction, the architecture deﬁnes three layers in its
main stack: Service Layer, Agency Layer and Communication Infrastructure Layer.
Semantic Web Agent is the sidecar component which uses modules of the above
mentioned architecture layers. A group of system agents provides services deﬁned
in the Service Layer. Every agent in the system has an inner agent architecture
described in the Agency Layer and they communicate with each other according
to the protocols deﬁned in the Communication Infrastructure. The layers of the
architecture are discussed with their internal modules in the following subsections.
3.1. Service layer
In the Service Layer, services (and/or roles) of semantic web agents inside the
platform are described. All services in the Service Layer use the capability of the
Agency Layer. Besides domain speciﬁc agent services, yellow page and mediator
services should also be provided.
Agent Registry is a system facilitator in which capabilities of agents are seman-
tically deﬁned and advertised for other platform members. During their task execu-
tions, platform agents may need services provided by the other agents. Hence, they
query on this facilitator to determine relevant agents for interaction. No matter it
is FIPA-compliant24 or not, a traditional MAS owns one or more registries which
provides yellow page services for system’s agents to look for proper agent services.
Certainly, the aforementioned registries are not simple structures and mostly imple-
mented as directory services and served by some platform speciﬁc agents. For exam-
ple there is a mandatory agent called directory facilitator (DF ) in FIPA abstract
architecture speciﬁcation on which agent services are registered.24 When an agent
looks for a speciﬁc agent service, it gathers supplier data (agent’s name, address,
etc.) of the service from the DF and then it begins to communicate with this service
provider agent to complete its task. However, capability matching becomes complex
and has to be redeﬁned when we take into consideration of MASs on Semantic Web
environment. In case of agent service discovery, in such systems, we should deﬁne
semantic matching criteria of service capabilities and design registration mecha-
nisms (directory services) of agent service speciﬁcations according to those criteria.
That makes matching of requested and advertised services more eﬃcient by not only
taking into consideration of identical service matching: New capability matching will
determine type and degree of relation between two services (requested and adver-
tised) semantically. Hence, the conceptual architecture includes an agent registry
to provide capability matching on agent services. In Ref. 25, one such application
of the semantic capability matching on FIPA-compliant agent systems is discussed.
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On the other hand, agents of the platform may also need to interact with Seman-
tic Web Services which are web services with semantic interface to be discovered
and executed. Web services are commonly-known software systems identiﬁed by a
Uniform Resource Identiﬁer (URI) whose public interface and bindings are deﬁned
and described by XML.26 By discovering these deﬁnitions, other software systems
use related Web service. However, current Web service infrastructure focuses on
only syntactic interoperability. Two popular standards are SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) and WSDL (Web Services Description Language) which supports
XSD-based data structures. Again in Ref. 26, it is mentioned that such a deﬁni-
tion does not allow for both semantic interoperability and automatic composition of
Web services. To support such interoperability and composition, capabilities of web
services are deﬁned in service ontologies such as OWL-S27 and WSMO.28 In our
approach, those service capabilities should also be advertised on proper registries
to provide dynamic discovery and execution of the services by agents. Hence, we
deﬁne a conceptual entity called Semantic Service Registry in the proposed architec-
ture. This registry can also be modeled as a service matchmaker in which semantic
interfaces of the platform’s semantic web services are advertised to be discovered
by the agents. Considering OWL-S services, agents may query on this facilitator
by sending its requested semantic service OWL-S proﬁle to the facilitator. The
facilitator (or matchmaker) performs a semantic capability matching between the
given request and advertised proﬁles and informs the agent about suitable services.
Then the agent may interact with those services to complete its task. Engagement
and invocation of the semantic web service is also performed according to service’s
semantic protocol deﬁnitions. Candidate implementations for capability matching
of the semantic web services are discussed in Refs. 29 and 30.
A Semantic Web enabled agent interacts with agents within the diﬀerent orga-
nization(s) and semantic web services may use knowledge sources handled by the
diﬀerent knowledgebase(s) and/or peer system(s). In such environment, it is obvi-
ous that, there exist more than one ontology and diﬀerent entities may use diﬀerent
ontologies. So, there should be another architectural service in which translation
and mapping of diﬀerent ontologies are performed. We call this service as Ontol-
ogy Mediator and it may be provided by one or more agents within the MAS. An
Ontology Mediator may also behave as a central repository for the domain ontolo-
gies used within the platform and provide basic ontology management functionality
such as ontology deployment, ontology updating and querying. Through the usage
of the ontology translation support, any agent of the platform may communicate
with MAS and/or services outside the platform even if they use diﬀerent ontologies.
3.2. Agency layer
The middle layer of the architecture is the Agency which includes inner structural
components of Semantic Web enabled agents. Every agent in the system has a
Semantic Knowledgebase which stores the agent’s local ontologies. Those ontologies
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are used by the agent during its interaction with other platform agents and semantic
web services. Evaluation of the ontologies and primitive inference are realized by
the Reasoner.
Semantic Knowledge Wrapper within the Agency provides utilization of above
mentioned ontologies by upper-level Agency components. For example, during its
task execution, the agent may need object (or any other programmatic) represen-
tation of a speciﬁc ontology individual. Or the content interpreter requests a query
on one of the ontologies to reason about something. To meet up such requirements,
the Semantic Knowledge Wrapper of the agent may form graph representations of
the related ontologies within the runtime environment of the Agency. An example
for this kind of wrapper use within an agent internal architecture is based on the
JENA31 framework which is discussed in Ref. 32.
The Planner of the Agency Layer includes necessary reusable plans with their
related behavior libraries. The reusable agent plans are composed of tasks which
are executed according to the agent’s intentions. The planner is based on the reac-
tive planning paradigm e.g. HTN (Hierarchical Task Network) planning framework
presented in Ref. 33. In reactive planning a library of general pre-deﬁned (may be
deﬁned at compile time) plans is provided to agent and the agent performs one or
more of these plans in response to its perceptions of the environment.34
Semantic Content Interpreter module uses the logical foundation of semantic
web, ontology and knowledge interpretation. During its communications, the agent
receives messages from other agents or semantic services. It needs to evaluate the
received message content to control its semantic validity and interpret the content
according to its beliefs and intentions. Necessary content validity and interpretation
takes place in this module.
3.3. Communication infrastructure layer
The bottom layer of the architecture is responsible of abstracting the architec-
ture’s communication infrastructure implementation. For example, it may be an
implementation of FIPA’s Agent Communication and Agent Message Transport
speciﬁcations24 to handle agent messaging. Hence, the layer transfers any content
(including semantic knowledge) by using FIPA Agent Communication Language
(ACL) and transport infrastructure. Physical communication may take place via
well-known HTTP-IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol). However, the content lan-
guage within the message infrastructure is crucial.
4. A Metamodel for Semantic Web Enabled MASs
In this section, we introduce an agent metamodel superstructure to deﬁne elements
and their relationships of a Semantic Web enabled MAS depending on the preceding
software architecture. Current metamodel is composed of a core model discussed in
Ref. 22 and this core’s supplements in order to support the use of model in MDD
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as a PIM. The ﬁnal metamodel is an extension of FIPA Modeling TC’s Agent
Class Superstructure Metamodel.10 On the other hand, we provide new constructs
(e.g. Semantic Web constructs) for our metamodel by extending Uniﬁed Modeling
Language (UML) 2.0 Superstructure35 and Ontology UML Proﬁle which is deﬁned
in Ref. 36.
FIPA Modeling TC’s Agent Class Superstructure Metamodel (ACSM) has a
speciﬁcation which is based on — and extends — UML superstructure. It proposes
a metamodel which deﬁnes the user-level constructs required to model agents, agent
roles and agent groups. Although ACSM is in a preliminary phase, we believe that
it neatly presents an appropriate superstructure speciﬁcation that deﬁnes the user-
level constructs required to model agents, their roles and their groups. By extending
this superstructure we do not need to re-deﬁne basic entities of the agent domain. In
fact, representing the MAS structure with these main meta-entities is not new and
formerly proposed in AALAADIN MAS metamodel37 but not as formal as FIPA
Modeling TC’s work. Also, ACSM models assignment of agents to roles by taking
into consideration of group context. Hence, extending ACSM clariﬁes relatively
blurred associations between related concepts in our core metamodel by appropriate
inclusion of ACSM’s Agent Role Assignment entity. More information about ACSM
can be found in Refs. 10 and 38.
Due to space limitations, our Semantic Web enabled MAS metamodel is pictured
in here by dividing it into two parts (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively). In order to
provide traceability, the rest of each entity relation denoted with a bold letter at
the end of the Fig. 3(a) is again denoted with the same bold letter in Fig. 3(b). The
depicted metamodel is the enhanced version of the model introduced in Ref. 39
with new entities and revised associations and used as PIM during our MDD
process.
A Semantic Web Agent is an autonomous entity which is capable of interac-
tion with both other agents and semantic web services. It is a special form of the
ACSM’s Agent class. Semantic Organization is a composition of Semantic Web
Agents which is constituted according to organizational roles of those agents. A
Semantic Organization is implemented as a composition of Semantic Web Agents.
It also includes organizational roles and those roles are played by its agents. Tak-
ing into consideration those organizational roles, a Semantic Web Agent may be
a member of diﬀerent Semantic Organizations. That means, one agent may play
more than one Role and one Role may be played by many Semantic Web Agents
within the Semantic Organization context.
On the other hand, Semantic Web Organization is deﬁned as a direct extension
of the ACSM’s Group Structure in the model. A Semantic Web Organization may
or may not behave as a Semantic Web Agent in overall manner. Hence, it is not
deﬁned neither as Agentiﬁed nor Non-Agentiﬁed Group.
The Role concept in the metamodel is an extension of Agent Role Classiﬁer due
to its classiﬁcation for roles the semantic agents are capable of playing at a given
time. This conforms to the Agent — Agent Role Classiﬁer association deﬁned in
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ACSM38: Semantic Web Agents can be associated with more than one Role (which is
also an Agent Role Classiﬁer) at the same point in time (multiple classiﬁcation) and
can change roles over time (dynamic classiﬁcation). The ACSM extensions provide
clariﬁcation of the relations between Semantic Web Agent, Role and Semantic Web
Organization in our model by employing ACSM’s Agent Role Assignment ternary
association between Agent, Agent Role Classiﬁer and Group.
The Role is a general model entity and it should be specialized in the metamodel
according to task deﬁnitions of architectural and domain-based roles: An Architec-
tural Role deﬁnes a mandatory Semantic Web enabled MAS role that should be
played at least one agent inside the platform regardless of the organization context
whereas a Domain Role completely depends on the requirements and task deﬁni-
tions of a speciﬁc Semantic Organization created for a speciﬁc business domain.
Some of the organization agents must play architectural roles to provide services
deﬁned in the Service Layer of the conceptual architecture for other agents. Hence
two specialization of the Architectural Role are also deﬁned in the metamodel:
Registry Role and Ontology Mediator Role. Registry Roles are played by one or
more Semantic Web Agents which store capability advertisements of Semantic Web
Agents or Semantic Web Services. Ontology Mediator Role in the metamodel deﬁnes
basic ontology management functionality that should be supported by ontology
mediator agents as discussed in the previous section.
One Role is composed of one or more Behaviors. Task deﬁnitions and related task
execution processes of the Semantic Web agents are modeled inside the Behavior
entities. Proper arrangement of those behaviors constitutes agent roles. The Behav-
ior entity is deﬁned in the metamodel as a UML 2.0 Behavioral Feature because
it refers to a dynamic feature of a Semantic Web Agent (e.g. an agent task which
realizes agent interaction with other agents).
According to played roles, agents inevitably communicate with other agents to
perform desired tasks. Each Communication entity deﬁnes a speciﬁc interaction
between two agents of the platform which takes place in proper to predeﬁned agent
interaction protocol. One Communication is composed of one or more Messages
whose content can be expressed in a Resource Description Framework (RDF)40
based semantic content language.
A Semantic Web Service represents any service (except agent services) whose
capabilities and interactions are semantically described within a Semantic Web
enabled MAS. A Semantic Web Service composes one or more Service entities. Each
service may be a web service or another service with predeﬁned invocation protocol
in real-life implementation. But they should have a semantic web interface to be
used by autonomous agents of the platform. It should be noted that association
between the semantic web agents and the services is provided over the agent role
entities in the metamodel. Because agents interact with semantic web services,
depending on their roles deﬁned inside the organization.
Like agents, semantic web services have also capabilities and features which
could not be just based on the object-oriented paradigm. Hence, we deﬁne new
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Classiﬁers and their related Instance Speciﬁcations in the metamodel by extending
proper UML 2.0 Superstructure meta-entities in order to encapsulate the semantic
web entities. We have applied classiﬁer — classiﬁed instance association between
Semantic Web Service Classiﬁer and Semantic Web Service. Same is valid for Ontol-
ogy Classiﬁer — Ontology and Service Classiﬁer — Service relationships.
A Semantic Web enabled MAS is inconceivable without ontologies. An Ontol-
ogy represents any information gathering and reasoning resource for MAS mem-
bers. Collection of the ontologies creates knowledgebase of the MAS that provides
domain context. Specializations of the Ontology called Organization Ontology, Ser-
vice Ontology and Role Ontology are utilized by the related metamodel entities.
For example semantic interface and capability description of services are formed
according to the Service Ontology and this ontology is used by the Semantic Web
Agents in order to discover and invoke Semantic Web Services.
Ontology entities in the proposed metamodel are deﬁned as extensions of the
Ontology element of the Ontology UML Proﬁle (OUP) deﬁned in Ref. 36. The OUP
captures ontology concepts with properties and relationships and provides a set of
UML elements available to use as semantic types in our metamodel. By deriving
the semantic concepts from the OUP, we have already-deﬁned UML elements to
use as semantic concepts within the metamodel.
Semantic web service modeling languages (e.g. OWL-S27) mostly represent ser-
vices by three semantic documents: Service Interface, Process Model and Physical
Grounding. Service Interface is the capability representation of the service in which
service inputs, outputs and any other necessary service descriptions are listed. Pro-
cess Model describes internal composition and execution dynamics of the service.
Finally, Physical Grounding deﬁnes invocation protocol of the web service. These
Semantic Web Service components are given in the metamodel with Interface, Pro-
cess and Grounding entities respectively. Semantic input, output and web service
deﬁnitions used by those service components are imported from the UML Semantic
Web Service Proﬁle (USWSP) proposed in Ref. 41. Each semantic service input and
output has a type which is a domain speciﬁc Ontology class. In order to represent
those Ontology type entities in our UML 2.0 based metamodel, we also import the
OntClass meta-entity deﬁned in the OUP.36
Semantic Web Agents apply Plans to perform their tasks. In order to discover
and execute Semantic Web Services dynamically, two extensions of the Plan entity
are deﬁned in the proposed PIM. Semantic Service Finder Plan is a Plan in which
discovery of candidate semantic web services takes place. During this plan exe-
cution, the agent communicates with the service matchmaker of the platform to
determine proper semantic services. After service discovery, the agent applies the
Semantic Service Executor Plan to execute appropriate semantic web services. Pro-
cess model and grounding mechanism of the service are used within the plan.
On the other hand, agents need to communicate with a service registry in
order to discover service capabilities. For this reason, the model includes a spe-
cialized agent entity, called Semantic Service Matchmaker Agent. This meta-entity
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represents the matchmaker agents which store the capability advertisements of
semantic web services within a MAS and match those capabilities with service
requirements sent by the other platform agents. These matchmaker agents apply
the Semantic Service Register Plan.
An instance model of the above metamodel is given in Fig. 4 for the interaction
between a Hotel Client Agent and a Reservation Service within a MAS working in
Tourism domain. The client agent is a Semantic Web Agent which reserves hotel
rooms on behalf of its human users. During its task execution, it needs to inter-
act with a semantic web service called “Reservation Composite Service”. The Hotel
Client Agent applies its service discovery and invocation plans called “Hotel Client’s
Service Discovery Plan” and “Hotel Client’s Service Invocation Plan” respectively.
“Matchmaker Agent” is the service matcher of the related agent platform. It stores
capability interfaces of the semantic services and matches them with client requests
semantically by applying its register plan called “Matchmaker Agent’s Service Reg-
istry Plan”. Hence, “Hotel Client Agent” determines appropriate semantic service
by asking the “Matchmaker Agent” in its service discovery plan and interacts with
the selected semantic service by executing service’s process description and using
service’s grounding. The model also includes related agent roles, behaviors and
required ontologies for the domain.
5. Model Transformations for MDD of the Semantic Web
Enabled MASs
Sendall and Kozaczynski14 describe model transformation as the heart and soul of
model driven software development. Indeed, deﬁnition of metamodels is required
but not suﬃcient for a complete MDD process. We have to deﬁne transformations
between those metamodels to obtain the main artifacts of the process: target mod-
els. We apply transformation between platform independent and platform speciﬁc
MAS metamodels in order to achieve working model of Semantic Web enabled agent
systems.42
Referring to Fig. 1, our source metamodel for the transformation is the PIM
pictured in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The instance model conforming to this metamodel
is the one given in Fig. 4. As mentioned before, this model is a platform independent
Semantic Web enabled MAS model in which semantic agents reserve hotel rooms
on behalf of their users by interacting with semantic web services. Now, we employ
the transformation between PIM and various PSMs shown in Fig. 1 in order to
facilitate the implementation of the speciﬁed agent system in diﬀerent agent devel-
opment environments. This can only be realized if we provide metamodels of the
corresponding physical environments as platform speciﬁc metamodels and deﬁne
transformation rules.
In this study, we employ two diﬀerent agent development software frameworks
called SEAGENT17 and NUIN43 for the implementation of our Tourism MAS.
Therefore, metamodels of these frameworks are used as target metamodels (PSMs)
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in our MDD process. In the following subsections, metamodels of these frameworks
and model transformation between our PIM and those metamodels are discussed.
5.1. Model transformation for the SEAGENT framework
Our ﬁrst target platform for platform speciﬁc models is the SEAGENT.
SEAGENT17 is an agent development software framework and platform that is spe-
cialized for semantic web-based MAS development. The communication and plan
execution infrastructure of the SEAGENT looks like other existing agent devel-
opment frameworks such as DECAF,44 JADE45 and RETSINA.46 However, as
discussed in Ref. 32, in order to support and facilitate semantic web-based MAS
development, SEAGENT includes the following built-in features which the existing
agent frameworks and platforms do not have:
• SEAGENT provides a speciﬁc feature within the agent’s internal architecture to
handle the agent’s internal knowledge using Web Ontology Language (OWL).47
• The directory service of the SEAGENT stores agent capabilities using specially
designed OWL-based ontologies and it provides a semantic matching engine to
ﬁnd the agents with semantically related capabilities.
• Based on FIPA-RDF,24 a content language called Seagent Content Language
(SCL) has been deﬁned to transfer semantic content within the agent communi-
cation language messages.
• SEAGENT introduces a new service called Ontology Management Service
(OMS). The most important feature of this service is to deﬁne the mappings
between the platform ontologies and the external ontologies. Then it provides a
translation service to the platform agents based on these deﬁned mappings.
• SEAGENT supports discovery and dynamic invocation of semantic web ser-
vices by introducing a new platform service for semantic service discovery and a
reusable agent behavior for dynamic invocation of the discovered services.
SEAGENT is implemented in Java and provides libraries to develop Semantic
Web enabled MASs also in Java. The metamodel of SEAGENT considering HTN-
based agent planner and service interaction is given in Fig. 5. The upper part of the
metamodel includes the SEAGENT planner components. In the SEAGENT frame-
work, agents execute their Tasks according to HTN.33 HTN planning creates plans
by task decomposition as an AI planning methodology. This decomposition process
continues until the planning system ﬁnds primitive tasks that can be performed
directly. For example, semantic web service interaction of an agent may be mod-
eled as a reusable plan which composes service discovery, service engagement and
dynamic service invocation tasks. The Semantic Web agent executes those tasks in
order to utilize a semantic web service.
As a requirement of HTN, tasks might be either complex (called Behaviors)
or primitive (called Actions). Each plan consists of a complex root task consisting
of sub-tasks to achieve a predeﬁned goal. Behaviors hold a “reduction schema”
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knowledge that deﬁnes the decomposition of the complex task to the sub-tasks and
the information ﬂow between these sub-tasks and their parent task. The information
ﬂow mechanism is as follows: each task represents its information need by a set of
provisions and the execution of a task produces outcomes, and there are links that
represent the information ﬂow between tasks using these provision and outcome
slots. There are three types of these links: Provision Links that connect outcomes
to provisions, Inheritance Links that connect provision in a parent task to one of
its sub-tasks and Disinheritance Links that connect outcome of a sub-task to its
parent task.
Actions are primitive tasks that can be executed directly by the planner. Also,
each task produces an outcome state after its execution. The outcome states are
used to route the information ﬂow between tasks. Tasks have a name describ-
ing what they are supposed to do and have zero or more Provisions (information
needs) and Outcomes (execution results). The provision information is supplied
dynamically during plan execution. Tasks are ready, and thus eligible for execu-
tion, when there is a value for each of its provisions. More detailed information
about SEAGENT plan structure can be found in Ref. 48.
Discover Candidate Service and Enact Service are two predeﬁned Behavior
extensions which provide semantic web service interaction for Agents. In Discover
Candidate Service Behavior, an Agent performs discovery of semantic web services
that matches with the agent’s requirements while execution of the service according
to service’s process deﬁnition is realized in the Agent’s Enact Service Behavior.
Semantic web services are implemented in SEAGENT as OWL-S Services.27
Therefore each semantic web service is deﬁned as an OWL-S Service instance in
SEAGENT models and has OWL-S Proﬁle, OWL-S Process and OWL-S Grounding
constructs in order to provide service usage by the platform agents.
The above metamodel of SEAGENT is used as one of the PSMs in the proposed
MDD process and transformation between PIM and this PSM is realized within the
study. The crucial part of the transformation process is to deﬁne the transformation
rules in a predeﬁned transformation language. Those rules are based on the map-
pings between source and target model entities. The rules also include the formal
representation of mapping constraints which are applied during the transformation.
In our case, we have to deﬁne the mappings between entities of the PIM and the
PSM of the SEAGENT framework. In Table 1, signiﬁcant entity mappings are listed.
Mappings between our metamodel entities and the SEAGENT concepts are not
always in one-to-one manner. For instance, the SEAGENT framework does not
deﬁne a Role abstraction. That abstraction is built in the deﬁnition of the Agent
class. Hence both the Role and the Semantic Web Agent entities of the metamodel
are mapped into the Agent class of the SEAGENT metamodel.
On the other hand, the Task entity in the SEAGENT metamodel corresponds to
the abstract Plans of our PIM and the predeﬁned behavior classes of the SEAGENT
planner library correspond to the extended Plans of the PIM. For example, the
SEAGENT planner includes the behavior class called DiscoverCandidateService
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Table 1. Entity mappings between the PIM and the PSM of the SEAGENT.
PIM Entity SEAGENT Entity Explanation
Role, Semantic Web Agent
(SWA), Semantic Service
Matchmaker Agent (SSMA)
Agent Role, SWA and SSMA in the
metamodel correspond to the
Agent in SEAGENT.
Plan Task Agent plans are mapped onto
the HTN tasks in the
SEAGENT framework.
Semantic Service Register Plan Behavior Register plan of the
matchmaker agent is
implemented as a Behavior in
the SEAGENT model.
Semantic Service Finder Plan DiscoverCandidateService Service ﬁnder plan of the SWA
is mapped into built-in
Behavior subclass called
DiscoverCandidateService.
Semantic Service Executor
Plan
EnactService Service executor plan of the
SWA is mapped into built-in
Behavior subclass called
EnactService.
Behavior Action Agent behaviors deﬁned in the
metamodel can be
implemented as Action
instances in the SEAGENT
Platform.
Semantic Web Service
Interface
Process
Grounding
OWL-S Service
OWL-S Proﬁle
OWL-S Process
OWL-S Grounding
In SEAGENT, capabilities
and process models of
semantic web services are
deﬁned by using the OWL-S
markup language.
which provides the discovery of semantic services according to their capability
advertisements as mentioned before. When an agent acts according to that behav-
ior, in fact it applies the Semantic Service Finder Plan which is deﬁned in our PIM.
Hence, that behavior class in the SEAGENT is the physical counterpart of our
related metamodel entity.
Since capabilities and process models of the semantic web services are deﬁned
in SEAGENT by using the OWL-S markup language, we provide the translations
derived from the mappings between our service metamodel entities (Interface, Pro-
cess and Grounding) and OWL-S components of the SEAGENT as given in Table 1.
After the execution of the whole transformation process between the PIM and
the SEAGENT PSM, we achieve the platform speciﬁc model of our tourism MAS.
This output (target) model is given (in Fig. 8) and discussed at the end of Sec. 6.2
of this paper.
5.2. Model transformation for the NUIN framework
Our second target platform for implementing the desired MAS is the NUIN. NUIN43
provides a ﬂexible agent architecture designed to develop agents in Semantic Web
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applications based around Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) principles. The implemen-
tations on the NUIN framework strongly embody the BDI theoretical foundation49
which is perhaps the most commonly studied architecture for deliberative agents.
On the other hand, NUIN aims to make semantic web notations and representa-
tions central to the design of the agents. So, agents are able to operate as semantic
web agents. While being a semantic web agent admits a number of interpretations
as discussed in Ref. 50, it should be noted that NUIN agents can only provide some
of those interpretations such as: They are conﬁgured using RDF40 and in princi-
ple they can report this conﬁguration in response to queries. NUIN agents can use
semantic web information sources as agent belief bases, by including JENA model
speciﬁcations31 in the agent conﬁguration, and they have a limited ability to query
external semantic web information sources. Also, the NUIN language supports the
semantic web notion of identity by requiring all symbolic constants to be URI’s.
These design basics of the NUIN framework and the “semantic web agent” vision
that we share with the NUIN cause us to choose the NUIN as another candidate
for the system development environment in exemplifying the applicability of our
MDD process.
NUIN provides a Java API (Application Program Interface) for developers to
build agent systems. Internally, the agent plans are Java objects, and can be gen-
erated in a variety of diﬀerent ways, including by directly invoking the action con-
structors. However, the most convenient way, is to program agents by using an
agent scripting language called Nuinscript, which is parsed into the Java objects
used by the interpreter. For this reason, we ﬁrst derived the metamodel of the
Nuinscript agent scripting language from its Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF)
speciﬁcation given in Ref. 50 and employed this metamodel as another PSM during
the MDD process. Figure 6 depicts this metamodel.
The whole discussion of the Nuinscript language is beyond the scope of this
paper and interested readers may refer to Ref. 50 for this discussion and Ref. 51 for
the complete script speciﬁcation. However, a brief explanation on meta-entities of
the language and their relations is given below in order to provide understanding
of further model transformation and its implementation.
A Nuinscript script includes declaration of namespaces, knowledge stores and
plans for a NUIN Agent conﬁguration. There exist Namespace Declarations in which
URIs for namespaces are given to provide interoperation with other semantic web
knowledge sources easier. A script can contain any number of collections of initial
data in Knowledgestore Declarations for the agent’s knowledge bases. Those col-
lections constitute the agent’s beliefs. A knowledge store may be associated with
one or more ontologies. Each Ontology Speciﬁcation is identiﬁed by URI. Also, a
knowledge store may specify a set of initial sentences that are asserted into the
knowledge store before the agent starts. These sentences are denoted as Axioms.
High-level behavior of the NUIN agents is speciﬁed by the Plans that they
can carry out. Plans are named by Identiﬁers. Identiﬁers are unique within the
scope of a single agent. Each Plan contains Plan Elements which can be a Trigger
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Fig. 6. The metamodel of the Nuinscript agent scripting language.
(a pattern over events that the agent may perceive), a Post Condition (a logical
sentence denoting the condition that is stated to be achieved by the plan) and a
Body. Body of an agent plan is composed of Plan Steps which represent actions. An
agent’s intention is represented with a series of actions that the agent will perform
or a logical goal that it is attempting to achieve or a mixture of them.51 Some
platform dependent and predeﬁned plan step extensions such as Add Goal, Send
Message and Invoke Service are also included within the NUIN library and they
are denoted in the rightmost side of the metamodel ﬁgure.
We have to deﬁne entity mappings between the PIM and NUIN PSM in order
to write transformation rules and hence realize the model transformation for the
source models in the same manner with the SEAGENT transformations. Mappings
between metamodel elements of our PIM and the Nuinscript are listed in Table 2.
Agent entities in the PIM are mapped into NUIN Agents in the target meta-
model as expected. Ontology Speciﬁcations which are used as knowledge stores in
the NUIN platforms correspond to the Ontology meta-entities of the PIM. Concep-
tually, each Plan instance in the platform independent model is represented with
a NUIN Plan in the target model. However, in fact, transformation between these
elements is much more than a simple Plan-to-Plan mapping. For each PIM Plan,
we have to create corresponding NUIN Plan instance and its Identiﬁer and a Body
as a container for the plan steps. Hence, the transformation for the Plan elements
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Table 2. Entity mappings between the PIM and the Nuinscript.
PIM Entity Nuinscript Entity Explanation
Semantic Web Agent (SWA),
Semantic Service Matchmaker
Agent (SSMA)
NUIN Agent NUIN Agent in the Nuinscript
metamodel corresponds to
SWA and SSMA in the PIM.
Ontology, Role Ontology,
Service Ontology,
Organization Ontology
Ontology Speciﬁcation Organizational, role or any
other ontology in the
metamodel are represented as
ontological knowledge store
declarations in the NUIN
platform.
Plan, Semantic Service Finder
Plan, Semantic Service
Executor Plan, Semantic
Service Register Plan,
Plan Identiﬁer Body Agent plans pertaining to
semantic service interaction
can be implemented as NUIN
Plans and their identiﬁers. For
each plan, a Body element is
created in order to provide a
container for plan steps.
Behavior Plan Step Agent behaviors deﬁned in the
PIM can be implemented as
Plan Step instances in the
NUIN Platform.
includes a mapping between the Plan meta-entity of the PIM and Plan, Identiﬁer
and Body elements of the Nuinscript metamodel. Agent Behaviors deﬁned in the
PIM are mapped into the Plan Step entities of the NUIN metamodel.
The platform speciﬁc model of our tourism MAS for the NUIN framework is
obtained after the execution of the whole transformation process between the PIM
and the Nuinscript PSM. This output (target) model is given (in Fig. 9) and dis-
cussed at the end of Sec. 6.2 of this paper.
Model transformation for the NUIN platform diﬀers from the SEAGENT trans-
formation in two major viewpoints: Completeness and Complexity of the transfor-
mations. Model transformations from PIM to SEAGENT PSM are more complete
than the NUIN PSM. We can provide appropriate (or nearly exact) counterparts of
the most of the metamodel entities and their associations in the SEAGENT PSM.
Hence, in most cases, we can achieve the realization of the designed model deﬁned in
the platform independent layer by using the SEAGENT environment. However, we
need to provide new entity deﬁnitions and Nuninscript entity extensions to complete
the realization of the same model in the NUIN environment especially when we con-
sider semantic web service structures. Semantic web support of the NUIN remains
only in agent conﬁguration and knowledge store declaration. In order to provide real
implementation of the agent — semantic web service interactions, we deﬁned exter-
nal software constructs for the NUIN (both in agent plans and semantic web service
descriptions) which are not currently included in the Nuinscript metamodel.
On the other hand, model transformation for the NUIN is more complicated
and diﬃcult to implement than SEAGENT transformations. Deﬁned rules for the
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SEAGENT PSM transformation mostly include attribute settings for the target
entities and mapping of source entities into those target entities after recognition
of related model instances at the source pattern. However model transformation
for NUIN environment requires more than just entity mappings between our PIM
and metamodel of the Nuinscript. As they are discussed at the following section,
rules written for NUIN transformations include various dynamic model element
creations, complex Object Constraint Language (OCL) queries52 for detection of
source elements on the pattern and selection of derived instances according to the
relations on the target environment in addition to n-to-n entity mappings. Those
diﬀerences in model transformations for NUIN and SEAGENT PSMs are naturally
expected because SEAGENT platform and our PIM are compatible due to their
abstractions, design mechanisms and environments that they model.
6. Implementation of the Model Transformations Using ATL
We implemented the whole model transformation processes (both for SEAGENT
and NUIN PSMs) discussed in this study by using ATLAS INRIA & LINA research
group’s Atlas Transformation Language (ATL). ATL20 is a widely accepted model
transformation language, speciﬁed as both a metamodel and a textual concrete
syntax. It is deﬁned to perform general transformations within the MDA framework.
It also provides a development environment as a plugin in Eclipse Open Source
Development Platform.53 These advantages are the main reasons of choosing ATL
as our implementation language. The following subsections provide an overview
about our transformation implementation in ATL and discuss the prepared model
transformation rules for each PSM.
6.1. Overview of the implementation in ATL
The structure of an ATLb transformation is composed of the following elements54:
• a header section that deﬁnes some attributes that are relative to the transforma-
tion
• an optional import section that enables to import some existing ATL libraries
• a set of helpers that can be viewed as an ATL equivalent to Java methods
• a set of rules that deﬁnes how target models are generated from source models
ATL helpers can be viewed as the ATL equivalent to Java methods. They make
it possible to deﬁne factorized ATL code that can be called from diﬀerent points of
an ATL transformation.
bThere are two versions of ATL compiler in use now: ATL 2004 and ATL 2006. ATL 2004 allows
only one pattern element in the query part of rules. Therefore, we can only deﬁne one-to-one
and one-to-many transformations in a single rule. ATL 2006 allows multiple source elements.
We intentionally used ATL 2004 because it had more detailed documentation and more stable
execution environment at the time of this study. We use ATL to refer ATL 2004 throughout this
paper.
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The transformation rule in ATL has the “to” section which allows only one
element to query the model elements in the source part and the “from” section for
the target part which allows multiple elements. Since ATL does not have a direct
support for in-place model updates, it only considers create operations. Detailed
information about these language features can be found in Refs. 20 and 54.
Referring back to the model transformation process depicted in Fig. 1, we use
the MOF variant called Ecore55 as the metametamodel (MMM) of all metamodels
(SMM, TMM and TgMM) within the implementations. Our transformation meta-
model (TMM) is the ATL and source metamodel (SMM) is the platform independent
MAS metamodel discussed in Sec. 4. Our source model (sm) is the platform indepen-
dent model of the tourism MAS pictured in Fig. 4. When we apply transformations
(tm) into our source model, we aim to obtain the platform speciﬁc target models
(tgm) of our tourism MAS in the SEAGENT and the NUIN frameworks which con-
form to the target metamodels (TgMMs) given in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively.
In order to use ATL engine, we need to prepare Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) encodings -ecore ﬁles- of both source and target metamodels. EMF pro-
vides its own ﬁle format (.ecore) for model and metamodel encoding. However
manual edition of Ecore metamodels is particularly diﬃcult with EMF. To make
this common kind of editions easier, the ATL Development Tools (ADT) include
a simple textual notation dedicated to metamodel edition: the Kernel MetaMeta-
Model (KM3).56 This textual notation facilitates the edition of metamodels. Once
edited, KM3 metamodels can be injected into the Ecore format using the ADT inte-
grated injectors. More information about KM3 and Ecore injection can be found
in Refs. 20 and 56. Hence, we ﬁrst prepare the KM3 representations of the source
metamodel and the target metamodels and then inject them into the Ecore format.
The maximized editor window in Fig. 7 portrays the visual representation of our
source metamodel (PIM) in the ATL environment after the source KM3 ﬁle has
been injected into Ecore format.
UML superstructures used in our PIM are not used directly in model transforma-
tions. However they should exist as fundamental structures in Ecore representation
of our PIM since PIM entities extend these structures. Therefore UML superstruc-
ture entities extended by our entities are also represented in KM3 notation of the
PIM and when we inject this KM3 model into Ecore, we automatically achieve
Ecore counterparts of these UML elements.
After both the source and the target metamodels are prepared for the trans-
formation, heuristic rules for the transformation should be written in the transfor-
mation language (herein ATL) according to the entity mappings deﬁned between
source and target metamodels. Each ATL rule for the transformation deﬁnes a
source model element in its source part and has the full deﬁnition of constraints
to query the whole source pattern in the model. Then we have to prepare source
model also in Ecore format for the transformation process. ATL engine applies the
written rules on this source model and produces the target model conforming to
each PSM again in Ecore format.
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Due to space limitations, it is not feasible to show whole KM3 representations
and ATL rule deﬁnitions of our implementation. However, to give some ﬂavor of
the implementation in here, we describe transformation of the “Semantic Service
Finder Plan” source instance into their corresponding entities in the SEAGENT
and the NUIN frameworks. Again in Fig. 7, at the upper right window, the part
of the source KM3 ﬁle in which “Semantic Service Finder Plan” is represented
with its associations for “Interface” and “Semantic Service Matchmaker Agent”
entities. In its Java-like syntax, KM3 representations provide the deﬁnition of every
source metamodel entity and its relationships with other entities. Using ADTs
injection feature we prepare Ecore format of the above given KM3 representation
automatically. The lower right window in Fig. 7 shows the deﬁnition of “Semantic
Service Finder Plan” meta-entity again but this time in Ecore format.
The source model should also be given in Ecore format as the input for the
transformation processes. In our case study, we have to provide Ecore representation
of the tourism MAS model conforming to the source metamodel (PIM). Considering
our plan transformation, this model includes the following model instance in which
the Semantic Service Finder Plan called “Hotel Client’s Service Discovery Plan” is
deﬁned with its associations to other model elements. Numbers refer to the exact
order of the model instances in the full source model Ecore speciﬁcation. References
to the other instances are omitted and speciﬁed with “. . . ”.
<xmi:XMI xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi=http://www.omg.org/XMI xmlns="Agent">
<SemanticServiceFinderPlan name="Hotel Client’s Service Discovery Plan"
appliedBy="{\#}/0" executedBy="{\#}/10" interact="{\#}/1" discover="{\#}/7"/>
<SemanticWebAgent name="Hotel Client Agent" apply="{\#}/4 ..." play="..."/>
<Behavior name="Query the Service Registry" includedBy="..."
execute="{\#}/4" knowRoleOntology="..."/>
<SemanticServiceMatchmakerAgent name="Matchmaker Agent" apply="..."
play="..." interactedBy="{\#}/4"/>
<Interface name="Reservation Service Interface" owner="..."
advertisedBy="..." discoveredBy="{\#}/4"/>
</xmi:XMI>
6.2. Rules for the model transformation in ATL
According to the entity mappings, heuristic rules for the transformation should
be given in ATL as mentioned in Sec. 6.1. For instance, we write two
ATL rules called SemanticServiceFinderPlan2DiscoverCandidateService and
SemanticServiceFinderPlan2Plan in order to transform Semantic Service Finder
Plan instances in source models into their platform speciﬁc counterparts in
SEAGENT and NUIN frameworks respectively. The Semantic Service Finder Plan
class in the source part of those rules needs the full constraint deﬁnition of the
source pattern to match in the model because the constraint part requires con-
straints of other source pattern elements related to the Semantic Service Finder
Plan class to bind the appropriate model element. The helper rules are required
in the constraint part to deﬁne the relationships between the pattern elements.
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Following is the SemanticServiceFinderPlan2DiscoverCandidateService ATL
rule:
1 rule SemanticServiceFinderPlan2DiscoverCandidateService {
2 from fndpln: Agent!SemanticServiceFinderPlan (
3 fndpln.partofPatternforFinderPlan )
4 to plnf: SEAGENT!DiscoverCandidateService (
5 name <- fndpln.name,
6 containTask <- Sequence{Agent!Behavior->allInstances()->
asSequence()->select(bhv|bhv.execute->exists(pln|pln=fndpln))},
7 interact <- Sequence {Agent!SemanticServiceMatchmakerAgent->
allInstances()->asSequence()},
8 find <- Sequence {Agent!Interface->allInstances()->asSequence()}
)
9 }
In the above rule, the transformation of the SemanticServiceFinder
Plan entity into its corresponding target model entity (DiscoverCandidateService
class of the SEAGENT) is realized. We need to call the helper rule called partof
PatternforFinderPlan for the relations of the SemanticServiceFinderPlan
entity with its attributes. These helpers are the realization of the constraints to
query the models. The constraints in ATL are speciﬁed as OCL constraints.52
Same helper rules and constraint repetitions may be required both for other rules in
the same target model transformation or other PSM transformations (e.g. NUIN).
Hence this kind of rule decomposition makes the deﬁnitions easier. The helper
partofPatternforFinderPlan called in line 3 of the above rule is given below:
1 helper context Agent!SemanticServiceFinderPlan def:
2 partofPatternforFinderPlan : Boolean =
3 if self.appliedBy->forAll(agnt|
not agnt.oclIsTypeOf(Agent!SemanticServiceMatchmakerAgent)
4 and not agnt.play.oclIsTypeOf(Agent!RegistryRole))
5 and self.interact.play.oclIsTypeOf(Agent!RegistryRole)
6 and self.interact.apply->
select(p|p.oclIsTypeOf(Agent!SemanticServiceRegisterPlan))->
forAll(p|p.advertise->exists(intfc|intfc.discoveredBy=self))
7 and self.discover.advertisedBy.appliedBy->
exists(sma|sma.interactedBy=self)
8 then true
9 else false
10 endif;
The helpers correspond to the constraint part of the related rules. There are
two types of helper in our transformations as discussed in Ref. 42. The ﬁrst type
helpers like partofPatternforFinderPlan are used to check if the model element
is the part of the pattern or not. The second type helpers are used to select the
elements for creating relations between target elements. As a ﬁrst type helper,
partofPatternforFinderPlan is used to select the Semantic Service Finder Plan
instances in pattern matching. The conditions between line 3 and line 7 check the
relations of Plan instances with other instances like Semantic Service Matchmaker
Agent, Registry Role and Interface. They determine if the matched plan is a part
of the pattern or not. If the conditions in the helper are satisﬁed by the instance,
the helper returns the boolean value “true”.
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During the transformation process, the ATL engine applies the above rule
(SemanticServiceFinderPlan2DiscoverCandidateService) in order to trans-
form “Hotel Client’s Service Discovery Plan” into a SEAGENT DiscoverCandi-
dateService instance. The Ecore representation of this obtained target instance is
given below. Reference numbers to the other generated model instances are omitted
again and denoted with “. . . ”:
<xmi:XMI xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns="SEAGENT">
<DiscoverCandidateService name="Hotel Client’s Service Discovery Plan"
interact="..." find="..." performedBy="...">
<containTask xsi:type="Action" name="Query the Service Registry"/>
</DiscoverCandidateService>
</xmi:XMI>
On the other hand, following rule called SemanticServiceFinderPlan2Plan is
written for the transformation of Semantic Service Finder Plan instances into NUIN
Plan entities for the NUIN PSM. Above mentioned partofPatternforFinderPlan
helper is again used in here (line 3) to provide selection of Semantic Service Finder
Plan instances in the source model. However, transformation rule now becomes
complicated when we compare it with the one written for the SEAGENT transfor-
mation. As discussed in Sec. 5.2, Plan entities in our PIM are mapped onto “Plan”,
“Identiﬁer” and “Body” entities in the Nuinscript metamodel. Therefore this rule
includes one source part but three target parts. For each ﬁnder plan, a NUIN Plan
instance and its Identiﬁer are created ﬁrst and transformation of other model asso-
ciations is realized (lines between 5 and 11). Then a NUIN Body is created for the
plan (lines between 12 and 16) in order to provide a container for the related plan
steps which are counterparts of the behaviors of this plan in the source model.
1 rule SemanticServiceFinderPlan2Plan {
2 from fndpln: Agent!SemanticServiceFinderPlan (
3 fndpln.partofPatternforFinderPlan )
4 to
5 plnf: NUIN!Plan (
6 containedBy <- Agent!SemanticWebAgent->allInstances()->
asSequence()->select(agt|agt.apply->
exists(pln|pln=fndpln))->first()
7 ),
8 identifier: NUIN!Identifier (
9 id <- fndpln.name,
10 name <- Agent!SemanticServiceFinderPlan->allInstances()->
asSequence()->select(pln|pln=fndpln)->first()
11 ),
12 plnfBody: NUIN!Body (
13 name <- ‘Finder Plan Body’,
14 containedBy <- plnf,
15 compose <- Sequence{Agent!Behavior->allInstances()->
asSequence()->select(bhv|bhv.execute->
exists(pln|pln=fndpln))}
16 )
17 }
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When the ATL engine applies the above rule, the target instance of the “Hotel
Client’s Service Discovery Plan” in the NUIN framework is obtained. Notice that
the related plan and its required plan step instance are represented as inner ele-
ments within the deﬁnition of the target NUIN Agent instance with <contain>
and <compose> tags respectively. The identiﬁer of the plan is represented with a
standalone element. Such kind of Ecore element representation is also correct and it
is just the preference of the ATL engine for the automatic generation of the output
model:
<xmi:XMI xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns="NUIN">
<NUINAgent name="Hotel Client Agent" believe="...">
<contain namedBy="/4">
<containPlanElement xsi:type="Body" name="Finder Plan Body">
<compose name="Query the Service Registry"/>
</containPlanElement>
</contain>
</NUINAgent>
<Identifier id="Hotel Client’s Service Discovery Plan"
name="/0/@contain.1"/>
</xmi:XMI>
In our complete implementations, we ﬁrst provided KM3 representations of all
metamodels: our PIM for Semantic Web enabled MASs and SEAGENT and Nuin-
script metamodels as PSMs. We also supplied the model of our tourism MAS in
Ecore format as the transformation input. Then we prepared model transforma-
tion rules written in ATL. Finally, after execution of the whole process in ATL
environment, we obtained the platform speciﬁc models of the tourism MAS.
The model in Fig. 8 describes components and their relations of our
tourism MAS implemented in the SEAGENT environment. The model includes
the Hotel Client Agent that discovers hotel reservation services with seman-
tic capability interfaces according to its Hotel Client Service Discovery Plan.
It communicates with the Matchmaker Agent of the system during execu-
tion of this plan. The register plan of the matchmaker agent (Matchmaker
Agent Service Registry Plan) is represented as a SEAGENT behavior instance
in the output model. Discovery plan extends DiscoverCandidateService behav-
ior. This behavior is the corresponding entity for the “Semantic Service Finder
Plan” meta-entity given in our PIM. Similarly, agent’s service execution plan
(Hotel Client Service Invocation Plan) is an EnactService behavior and this
behavior is the counterpart of our PIM’s “Semantic Service Executor Plan”
meta-entity. Agent behaviors deﬁned in the source model are now represented as
SEAGENT plan actions in the target model. Semantic web services are OWL-S ser-
vices in SEAGENT. Hence, our reservation service becomes an OWL S Service with
its proﬁle, process and grounding descriptions after the transformation as expected.
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The NUIN speciﬁc model of our tourism MAS, that is obtained after appli-
cation of the whole model transformation process, is given in Fig. 9. This time
our platform agents are represented with NUIN Agent instances and their plans
as NUIN Plans. For each BDI agent, a KnowledgestoreDeclaration instance is
created in order to store the beliefs of agents as OntologySpecifications. Plan
instances of the source model are given with their identiﬁers and bodies according
to the Nuinscript speciﬁcations. Behaviors deﬁned in the source model are now
given as PlanStep instances for the related agent plans (e.g. Invoke Service for
the Hotel Client Service Invocation Plan).
In fact, design and preparation of the source model conforming to our PIM is the
only thing that a system developer needs to do to achieve working counterparts of
the model in various PSMs according to our proposed MDD process. For example,
considering the SEAGENT and NUIN environments, there is no need to rewrite
metamodel deﬁnitions and abovementioned ATL rules in case of diﬀerent system
designs. Since metamodels and transformation rules are deﬁned at the time of our
MDD process is deﬁned, developers only deal with the design of their MAS and
provide that system’s Ecore or XMI representation as an input to the introduced
model transformation process.
7. Beyond the Model to Model Transformation: Code Generation
for Semantic Web Enabled MASs
Although model to model transformation facilitates development of MASs by pro-
viding a higher abstraction level, it is not suﬃcient for real life implementations
of such systems. System designers should inevitably write software codes for the
systems. Proposed software development methodologies or development processes
should provide a step in order to assist developers for code generation. Hence, in
this section, the last step of our MDD process is discussed: Code generation from
PSMs.
An Eclipse plugin for the generation of HTN-based agent plans was developed
for the SEAGENT framework. The developed HTNc editor provides a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) for the system developers to assist generation of software
codes using the SEAGENT library. MAS developers prepare agent plan models in
this GUI environment and the tool generates template codes for the planners of the
agents. It is also possible to test designed plan model and execute generated codes
inside a real SEAGENT platform via this Eclipse plugin.
Above introduced editor is based on the Eclipse Graphical Editing Framework
(GEF). GEF allows developers to create a rich graphical editor from an existing
application model.57 The Model, EditParts and Figures are the three aspects of
the GEF. These aspects are mapped to the widely-known Model-View-Controller
cThis Eclipse plugin and also SEAGENT MAS development environment can be downloaded from
the SEAGENT Project website at: http://seagent.ege.edu.tr.
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(MVC) architecture. GEF Model maps to “Model” of MVC and deﬁnition of model
is left to user. GEF EditParts map to “Controller” of MVC and GEF ﬁgures map to
“View” aspect of MVC. When we consider the HTN editor for the SEAGENT mod-
els, the GEF Model is composed of the SEAGENT planner meta-entities (Behavior,
Action, Provision, Outcome, etc.). GEF EditParts provides the communication
between model and ﬁgures. When a modiﬁcation exists in the model, this mod-
iﬁcation is reﬂected to the corresponding ﬁgure element(s) via the EditParts or
vice versa.
The editor employs the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) and related parser in the
Eclipse Java Development Tools (JDT) for automatic generation of HTN Plan
codes. For example, there exists a component of the editor called ActionCodeGen
which is the source code generator for HTN Action classes. It provides code gen-
eration as a compilation unit from a speciﬁed action code model and supports for
writing generated code to a ﬁle or an output stream.
The screenshot given in Fig. 10 depicts generation of agent plan codes for our
tourism MAS by using the editor. After visualization of the platform speciﬁc model
for the Hotel Client Agent’s plans, SEAGENT speciﬁc codes for each Action and
Behavior components are prepared using the proper menus. It is also possible to
modify Plan components (e.g. addition of new provisions and outcomes) using the
editor palette.
In our example, we want to generate SEAGENT code for an Action (e.g.
Invoke Service in here). After setting speciﬁc properties of the generation process
(e.g. source folder for the generated code ﬁle and name of the package) via a dia-
logue (shown in left side of Fig. 11), the code generator parses the model element,
determines outcome, provision and any other associations and ﬁnally generates the
template code for the related Action (shown in the right side of Fig. 11). The devel-
oper completes the code (e.g. by ﬁlling the body of the generated Action methods).
Likewise, code generation of all actions are completed. According to the hierarchy,
the next step is to generate codes of the agent behaviors which compose actions.
Codes for actions of a behavior should be created ﬁrst in order to generate the
behavior codes, otherwise the editor warns the developer. After setting system spe-
ciﬁc properties again, the behavior codes are generated by taking into consideration
provision — outcome relations of its sub-tasks (actions). Code generation for the
upper levels of the agent plan is realized in the same manner.
The developer may also test execution of the generated plan in a SEAGENT
MAS platform which can be initialized by using the SEAGENT Eclipse plugin.
Considering the NUIN framework, we provided a model to text transformation
in order to generate Nuinscripts from the platform speciﬁc MAS models conforming
to NUIN PSM. We implemented the related transformation by using the well-known
MOF model to text transformation language called MOFScript.58 MOFScript is a
language speciﬁcally designed for the transformation of models into text ﬁles and it
deals directly with metamodel descriptions (Ecore ﬁles) as input. Also, it provides
a tool as an Eclipse plugin59 in which MOFScript transformations can be written
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Fig. 12. The MOFScript transformation for the generation of Nuinscripts from NUIN PSMs and
the template Nuinscript generated for the NUIN Agent called Hotel Client Agent.
and directly executed from the Eclipse environment. These advantages caused us to
prefer MOFScript as our implementation language for NUIN model to Nuinscript
code generations.
In Fig. 12, an excerpt from the prepared MOFScript transformation is given in
the background. This text transformation uses the same metamodel of the Nuin-
script in Ecore which is employed as one of the PSMs in our above discussed model
to model transformations. The transformation, in here, reads a MAS model con-
forming to the metamodel of the NUIN and creates Nuinscripts for each NUIN
Agent in the model. When the transformation is executed on a NUIN MAS model
(again given in Ecore), each NUIN Agent instance is determined and related script
ﬁles with “.ns” extensions are created.
Template scripts for each agent are generated in appropriate Nuinscript syntax
by taking into consideration agent’s namespace declarations, beliefs (given as knowl-
edgestores in the model) and intentions (given as NUIN Plans with composition of
Plan Steps in the model). A developer completes this generated template script
for the exact implementation. For instance, we executed the above MOFScript
transformation on the NUIN MAS model, which is the counterpart of our plat-
form independent tourism MAS, obtained after the model to model transformation
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previously discussed in Sec. 6. After the execution of the model to text transforma-
tion, we achieved the template Nuinscript ﬁle for each NUIN Agent in the model.
Again in Fig. 12, template Nuinscript generated for the Hotel Client Agent is listed.
8. Evaluation
Our MDA approach on Semantic Web enabled MAS development was used in a
commercial project in which the design and the implementation of a tourism system
based on the SEAGENT framework were realized. The project included adaptation
of an existing hotel reservation system into the Semantic Web environment. The
existing system was one of the products of a national software company called
ODEON.d The company’s main business domain is hotel management systems.
The system had been previously based on the web service architecture and the
project aimed to provide both semantic interfaces of the web services in use and to
realize an online system in which software agents reserve hotel rooms on behalf of
their human users.
The objectives were the evaluation of the approach’s usability in a commercial
project and optimization of the development process if required according to the
user feedbacks. The developers used the metamodels and the model to model trans-
formation process discussed in this study during the design phase of the project.
Since code generation step was not included in our MDD process (and also sup-
porting software tool was not implemented) at the time of that system development
took place, it can be said that the process evaluation only considered generation of
the platform speciﬁc MAS model.
At ﬁrst, the developers determined the domain-based meta-constructs which
could be considered as agents, roles, semantic services, etc. and associated those
constructs with the elements of our PIM. Afterwards they designed the ecore model
of the MAS conforming to the PIM. Finally, the target model of the system in the
SEAGENT environment was obtained by applying the transformation. The output
model was used both in the system modeling and further phases of the project.
The development team was composed of 5 software engineers with system devel-
opment experiences ranging from 1 to 6 years. Following is the feedback on the
application of our MDD process gained from the team. The feedback was obtained
from the conversations with the team members.
First of all, the developers in general found the MAS architecture and the related
metamodel especially helpful in the derivation of the real system’s components.
They also used a slightly diﬀerent version of our PIM in documenting their software.
The metamodel was found as an interesting extension of FIPA’s ACSM with respect
to agent planning. Some of the developers claimed that the approach in question
justiﬁed the role of MDA in current software engineering practices and particularly
for AOSE. Finally, the developers agreed that applying the transformation and
dODEON Hotel Management Systems (http://www.myodeon.com).
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generating the software model of the system as a result of the model transformation
were helpful in their agile code development style due to our MDA approach’s
support for clariﬁcation and determination of entity relationships between agent
and service structures.
However, some of the developers complained about the use of the ATL environ-
ment in model representation during model transformations. They found the source
model representation in Ecore a bit confusing and error prone. They expressed the
requirement of a tool in which the user can simply draw model elements and their
associations according to the PIM. After the model is pictured, the tool automat-
ically generates the codes for the Ecore representation of the model for the model
transformation process. They also suﬀered from the problems encountered during
the installation of the ATL plug-in. Although those complaints are directly related
to the ATL and its environment, we also included them in the evaluation discussed
here as one of the drawbacks of our approach. This is because model transformation
is vital in our process and current application of the transformation is realized by
the ADT within the process.
Furthermore some of the developers also suggested enrichment of the process
by introducing interaction/collaboration diagrams in addition to the Semantic Web
enabled MAS metamodel. Since the metamodel is both based on and extends the
UML 2.0 superstructure; these developers expressed that inclusion of the appro-
priate UML diagram usage into the process would also support the metamodel.
In fact, the developers agreed that the collaborations in question were already
described implicitly within the heuristic rules prepared for the model transforma-
tion and hence that exposed another beneﬁt of our approach. However, they also
denoted that documenting of those relations explicitly within the corresponding
UML diagrams would also strengthen the design process.
The application of the proposed development process within the abovemen-
tioned project also provided us to evaluate the approach as its owners. We exam-
ined that a MDA-based MAS development extended the learning and process
adaptation curves for MAS developers. Like other MDD projects, adaptation of
the developers — who are naturally accustomed to code centric development —
into a model centric development also needed a great eﬀort and took time in our
case. Although some of the developers were a bit familiar with the MDD, the rest
of them got newly acquainted to the metamodeling and model transformations.
Hence, persuasion and adaptation of those developers was a big challenge and a
change was required within the software development organization.
On the other hand, we experienced how the deﬁnition of reusable metamodels
and model transformations facilitate system development. The metamodel reusabil-
ity is particularly crucial. If the MAS metamodels are not designed in a reusable
manner, we need to reorganize those metamodels and possibly we have to redesign
the whole transformation process in every change of the application domain. This
causes a more time consuming and an expensive development process when we
compare it with the traditional code centric software development. Fortunately, our
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deﬁned metamodel is designed by taking into account of a generic MAS architec-
ture and it does not depend on the application domain. Hence, choosing such an
architectural approach instead of the domain centric process deﬁnition provides
reusability of the model transformation in various system developments with slight
modiﬁcations. For instance, obtaining the platform speciﬁc model of a MAS work-
ing on the banking domain instead of the aforementioned tourism system, needs
changes only in the source model, not in our architecture centric metamodels and
the transformation process due to their domain independency.
9. Related Work
Recently, model driven approaches have been recognized and become one of the
major research topics in AOSE community. As brieﬂy discussed below, some of the
studies intend to apply the whole MDD process for MAS development while some of
them only utilize either metamodels or model transformation as needed. Also some
studies focus on the conceptual MDA deﬁnitions and MDA-based MAS research
directions e.g. Refs. 60–62.
Depke et al.60 ﬁrst introduced an approach to agent-oriented modeling based on
UML notation and concepts of typed graph transformation systems. The theory of
graph transformation also provides the mathematical background to formalize their
study. Bauer and Odell discussed the use of UML 2.0 and MDA for agent-based
systems in Ref. 61. They also evaluated which aspects of a MAS could be considered
at the CIM and the PIM. The Cougaar MDA introduced in Ref. 62 provides a higher
application composition for agent systems by elevating the composition level from
individual components to domain level model speciﬁcations in order to generate
software artifacts.
Jayatilleke et al.63 described a conceptual framework of domain independent
component types that can be used to formulate and modify an agent system. They
provide a toolkit for their approach in Ref. 64 in order to make their approach
consistent with MDD and use agent models to generate executable codes.
Deﬁning meta-models and model transformations for MDD of MASs seems to be
an emerging agent research track. Some of the studies also include interoperability
of agent systems and service-oriented architectures (SOA). For instance, Zinnikus,
et al.65 proposed a new framework for rapid prototyping of SOAs. It contains a
modeling part concerned with applying MDD techniques, a ﬂexible communication
platform for Web services and an autonomous agent part for negotiation and bro-
kering in SOAs. Their framework follows the MDA approach and deﬁnes a PIM for
SOA and PSM for BDI agents. Likewise in Ref. 66, the focus is on PIM to PSM
transformation development in which a PIM for SOAs and a PSM for agent tech-
nologies are presented. The transformation mechanism introduced in that study
has similarities with our transformation process in the way of deﬁning metamodels,
granting mappings and implementing the transformation. However, they provide
a transformation from an agent-free SOA domain (PIM4SOA) to a MAS domain
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and deals with the interoperability between agents and web services. On the other
hand, we deﬁne a transformation between two domains that both include agents
as the ﬁrst class entities and we support the interoperability between autonomous
agents and semantic web services.
The study deﬁned in Ref. 67 applies the transformation pattern of MDA which
is previously depicted in Fig. 1. Perini and Susi67 use TEFKAT model transfor-
mation language19 to implement the transformation process in automating conver-
sions from Tropos4 structures to UML models. The Malaca UML Proﬁle discussed
in Ref. 68 provides the stereotypes necessary to create Malaca models on UML
modeling tools. In their transformation pattern, Tropos design model and Malaca
model are considered as PIM and PSM respectively.
While the abovementioned studies cover metamodeling and model transforma-
tion for agent systems, some of the agent development methodology owners reor-
ganize their approaches according to the MDA. For example, in Ref. 13, Pavon
and his friends reformulate their agent-oriented methodology called INGENIAS in
terms of the MDD paradigm. This reformulation increases the relevance of the
model creation, deﬁnition and transformation in the context of MASs. A simi-
lar MAS methodology revision is discussed in Ref. 69. Ideas and standards from
MDA are adopted in reﬁning the modeling process algorithm and building tools of
Tropos methodology4 within this study. Likewise, the study presented in Ref. 70
aims to add a MDD phase to ADELFE methodology71 according to adaptive MAS
paradigm by considering two adaptation levels called functional and operational.
The functional level is application dependent and close to the decision process of
agents while operational level is related to elementary skills of agents.
Regarding all of the above studies, we can conclude that the current application
of the MDD on MAS development is in its preliminary phase. Neither a complete
MDD process nor a common MAS metamodel has been developed. On the other
hand, Semantic Web11 technology and its required constructs on MASs are not
supported within those studies as mentioned before. We believe this shortage in
question is crucial when development of future MASs is considered. Therefore pro-
viding a Semantic Web enabled MDD process for MAS development is the key
diﬀerence between our study and those previous studies.
On the other hand, the interactions between agents and semantic web services
should be considered during environment modeling. The study depicted in Ref. 41
is a good example to apply MDA techniques to semantic web service development.
Grønmo et al.41 propose a UML proﬁle for semantic web services that enables
the use of high-level graphical models as an integration platform for semantic
web services. This UML proﬁle enables generating diﬀerent platform dependent
semantic web service language documents like OWL-S27 and WSMO28 documents
from the PIM. As discussed in related sections of this paper, we utilize this UML
proﬁle also in our PIM. Within the same perspective, Pahl72 extends the use of
web ontology languages in MDD frameworks by presenting a layered, ontology
transformation-based semantic modeling approach for software services. MDD is
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adapted to service architecture using ontology technology as the integrating tool.
Although those studies provide brilliant model driven approaches for semantic web
service development, they do not consider the development of a system which inte-
grates agents and semantic web services as directly supported in our work.
10. Conclusion and Future Work
The constructs and development steps for MDD of Semantic Web enabled MASs
are discussed in this study. We ﬁrst deﬁne an architecture for Semantic Web enabled
MASs and then provide a metamodel which consists of the ﬁrst class meta-entities
derived from this architecture in order to model such MASs. We believe that the
metamodel in here helps to bridge the gap of modeling agent and Semantic Web
constructs in a single environment by deﬁning entities of a Semantic Web enabled
MAS at ﬁrst time.
The study herein also presents a whole model transformation process in which
source and target metamodels, entity mappings and implementation of the trans-
formations for two real MAS frameworks called SEAGENT17 and NUIN43 are all
included. The realization platform in here may diﬀer. In that case we only need to
prepare metamodel of this new platform and utilize this metamodel as the PSM in
our MDD process. Model to text transformation step of our process is also discussed
by exemplifying Java code and Nuinscript generations for the SEAGENT and the
NUIN PSMs respectively.
Utilization of the process in a real commercial project shows the practical rele-
vance of our approach. Evaluation of the process within this context also helps us to
determine future work for our study. We aim to support the MAS metamodel with
related collaboration diagrams for the entities considering the interaction aspect
of the study. The ﬁrst attempt will be the deﬁnition of the entity interactions by
employing the Agent UMLs (AUML) sequence, activity and collaboration diagrams
and statecharts. AUML73 provides agent-based extensions for UMLs package, tem-
plate, sequence diagrams, activity diagrams and class diagrams. As mentioned in
the evaluation section, the appropriate inclusion of such diagrams seems easy since
our metamodel is already based on and extends UML 2.0 superstructure. However,
AUML does not include Semantic Web components and probably we will need to
bring new extensions for the AUMLs related interaction diagrams.
Requirement engineering for the business domain and traceability of system
speciﬁcations from CIM to PIM composes an important step of our MDD process.
However, the present state of this process step is immature and hence it is not
covered in this paper in order to provide consistency. Currently, we are working on
reformulation of this step by taking into account of speciﬁcation, validation and
formatting of system requirements as a CIM.
Meanwhile, we also intend to improve mappings and model transforma-
tions introduced in the study. These improvement eﬀorts will cover the issues
like elaborating mappings in entity attribute level and clarifying input/output
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and precondition/eﬀect representations of semantic web service entities on the
model.
On the other hand, we believe that a tool support for our MDD process in
model generation will ease preparation of the metamodels for the transformations.
Therefore, our aim is to provide another software tool with a GUI in which users
can draw their model elements and specify related entity associations visually. Upon
completion of the model preparation in graphics, the tool automatically generates
corresponding KM3 representation or EMF encodings of the model which will be
used by the ADT during the model transformation.
The improvement of the code generation tool for the SEAGENT framework
introduced in this paper is also an important future work. As discussed in Sec. 7,
the editor for the code generation is currently GEF based. There exists an ongoing
study to provide integration of the EMF into the editor infrastructure by utilizing
Eclipse Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF)74 instead of GEF. One important
beneﬁt of this new release will be the full support for Ecore models and automatic
integration with the ATL environment.
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